
Microsoft tablet pre-loaded 
with DNP Passport & Photo ID 
system software

DNP ID600 Printer

1 box of DNP media - enough 
to produce 350 Passport/Photo 
ID prints

1,500 UK Passport Codes

What’s in the system?

check out our DNP ID+ Passport Pro video here. partners in print

DNP ID+ 
PASSPORT PRO
The only passport 
system that links 
directly into HM 
Passport Office

Quick 
return on 

investment!



check out our DNP ID+ Passport Pro video here. partners in print

DNP ID+ 
PASSPORT PRO
Looking for a Passport & Photo 
ID solution that’s fast and 
accurate? Well, we have the 
perfect system for you!  There’s 
a clue in the name. Say what 
you see is our motto.

The DNP ID+ Fast photo system swiftly, 
easily and accurately produces all kinds of 
ID photos, including the all important coded 
Passports, in compliance with UK and EU 
requirements.

A quick return on investment
The current general street price of a 
Coded Passport Photo service is £13. 
This means that you will have paid for 
the system in just 138 Passport prints!

ID Photos have never been so quick and 
simple to produce!
Biometric functions automatically adjusts 
the photo to correctly meet specifications 
right from the start.

The compact size requires very little space 
and can easily fit on any table top.

Whilst this is a versatile system capable of 
quickly producing a wide variety of Photo 
ID’s, it’s in the area of Passport Photos where 
this system really excels.

The system is composed of DNP’s tried and 
trusted Dye Sub ID 600 Photo Printer and 
a powerful yet simple to use touchscreen 
tablet with our intuitive ID+ software.

What makes this system better than others?
That’s a great question and one we’re very 
happy to answer.

The worst scenario with supplying a 
customer with a coded passport service 
is if they get home and try to finish their 
application only to find out that their photo 
has been rejected for any one of a number 
of reasons.

You then have an unhappy customer who 
will need to contact you, maybe return to 
the sore to have the photo re-taken and the 
awkward question of who pays for the new 
photos arises.

The DNP ID+ 
Fast system links 
directly into the 
UK Governments 
Passport system 
and offers a pre-
approval or rejection 
notification, almost 
instantly!

Whilst this isn’t a 
guaranteed approval, it 
would be unusual for the 
photo to then be rejected at a 
later date. So that nasty scenario 
of having a disgruntled customer is all 
but removed.

That extra pre-approval service is 
something you could even consider 
charging a premium for. “Would you like to 
go through pre-approval for an extra £1?”.

How quick and easy is it?

It’s a really simple 3 stage in-store process;

1. Select an ID type. Such as Passport, ID 
Card, Visa, Driver’s License etc

2. Upload the photo to the system

3. Approximately 12.4 seconds later you will 
receive your Photo ID print

Some key features are exclusive to 
the DNP ID+ Fast system starting with 
the one we mentioned earlier

• UK epassport check: official UK 
government website access for 
picture compliance check from 
our ID+ software

• Print photos from camera or file

• Save both original and resized image

• Save to USB key, send to email

Additional key features
• Instant biometric verification with 11 

checkpoints

• Pre-configured templates available for 
150 countries

• ICAO compliant ID photos (that’s the 
International Civil Aviation Organisation if 
you were wondering).

• Automated software, no need 
for manual adjustments

• You can change the template without 
having to take another picture

• Possible manual correction to adjust 
colour, luminosity and contrast (you 
probably won’t need to do this as the 
system takes care of most corrections 
automatically).

• Check, reprint or delete orders via the 
order history

• Each box of media contains enough to 
produce 350 6x4 prints.

Order your system now and 
open up a passport to profit!

The only passport 
system that links directly 
into HM Passport Office!


